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Chapter 1
Estimating the Probability of an
Invalid Math for Mathing
Using the Rank Transform
Abstrat
A fundamental problem faed by stereo mathing algorithms is the mathing or orre-
spondene problem. A wide range of algorithms have been proposed for the orrespon-
dene problem. For all mathing algorithms, it would be useful to be able to ompute
a measure of the probability of orretness, or reliability of a math.
This paper fouses in partiular on one lass of mathing algorithms, whih are based
on the rank transform. The interest in these algorithms for stereo mathing stems
from their invariane to radiometri distortion, and their amenability to fast hardware
implementation.
This work diers from previous work in that it derives, from rst priniples, an expres-
sion for the probability of a orret math. This method was based on an enumeration
of all possible symbols for mathing. The theoretial results for disparity error predi-
tion, obtained using this method, were found to agree well with experimental results.
However, disadvantages of the tehnique developed in this hapter are that it is not
easily appliable to real images, and also that it is too omputationally expensive for
pratial window sizes. Nevertheless, the exerise provides an interesting and novel
analysis of math reliability.
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1.1 Introdution
Stereo vision is a method of depth pereption, in whih depth information is inferred
from two (or more) images of a sene, taken from dierent perspetives. There are a
wide range of appliations for stereo vision, inluding aerial photogrammetry[17, 18℄,
autonomous vehile guidane[15℄, robotis and industrial automation.
A fundamental problem faed by stereo mathing algorithms is the mathing or or-
respondene problem. This involves establishing orrespondenes between points in
two images. If the parameters of amera orientation are known, it is then possible to
perform triangulation and ompute the 3D oordinates of the original sene point.
A wide range of algorithms have been proposed for the orrespondene problem[8℄.
Mathing algorithms may be ategorised aording to the primitives used for mathing.
In area-based tehniques[1, 9, 11℄, regions of atual pixel values in two images are
ompared in order to loate the best math. Mathing metris suh as Normalised Cross
Correlation (NCC) or Sum of Absolute dierenes (SAD) may be used to measure the
similarity between two pixel regions. In ontrast, feature-based tehniques[10, 16℄ loate
interesting features suh as edges, and then ompare the symboli representations of
these features to nd the best math.
Mathing algorithms may furthermore be ategorised aording to the mathing strat-
egy employed. Typially mathing algorithms selet a point in the rst image, and
then ompute the similarity between this point and all andidate points in the seond
image. The most basi of all mathing strategies would merely selet the most sim-
ilar andidate as the orret math. More sophistiated mathing strategies inlude
dynami programming and relaxation labeling. Dynami programming [2, 7, 13℄ is
one suh tehnique, where all points along a pair of orresponding epipolar lines are
mathed at one. A two-dimensional array of similarity sores is generated from ev-
ery possible point and andidate ombination from a pair of orresponding epipolar
lines. The math problem is then solved by nding the optimum path through this
two-dimensional spae. Relaxation algorithms[6, 12, 14℄, ompute the probabilities for
an initial set of mathes, and then iteratively update these probabilities aording to
assumptions suh as similarity between neighbouring mathes. This iterative proess
should result in a set of optimal mathes.
The more sophistiated mathing strategies tend to depend on being able to ompute a
measure of the probability of orretness, or reliability of a math. Often this measure
of reliability is derived from assumptions made about the images and/or sene topology.
For example, it is often assumed that depth varies gradually, therefore neighbouring
mathes will be similar to eah other. In addition, bland areas in the images are unlikely
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to be orretly mathed, therefore these regions may be agged as having a low math
reliability. A number of existing methods for estimating math reliability are outlined
in [3℄.
This paper fouses on omputing math reliability for one lass of mathing algo-
rithms, whih use the rank transform[19℄. The advantages of the rank transform
inlude its invariane to radiometri distortion and its amenability to fast hardware
implementation[4℄.
The proess of mathing using the rank transform is outlined in Setion 1.2. The
notation used and overall motivation behind the diretion taken by this paper are then
desribed in Setion 1.3. The work presented here diers from previous approahes to
estimating math reliability, in that it derives, from rst priniples, an expression for
the probability of a orret math. This derivation was based on an enumeration of all
possible symbols for mathing. Setions 1.4 and 1.5 desribe two separate approahes
to the problem of estimating the probability of a partiular disparity being returned by
the mathing proess. The rst of these proved to be a diÆult and laborious proess,
so was disontinued in favour of the seond. The theoretial results of the seond
approah were ompared with the results obtained from test image pairs onsisting
of uniformly distributed random pixel values. Setion 1.6 then uses the results of
Setion 1.5 to derive the probability of an invalid disparity. In Setion 1.7 the predited
disparity errors were ompared with the atual disparity errors obtained from mathing
ontrived stereo pairs. Finally, a disussion of these results and onlusion are presented
in Setion 1.8.
3
1.2 Mathing Using the Rank Transform
The rank transform is a non-parametri transform whih has been proposed for the
mathing problem[19℄. To perform the rank transform, a square or retangular window
is passed over the image, and at eah image loation, the number of pixel values whih
are less than the entre pixel are ounted. The images will therefore be transformed
into an array of integers, whose possible values range from 0 to N   1, where N is the
number of pixels in the window. An example of the rank transform, for a 3  3 pixel
window, is as follows:
114 87 42
96 74 51
23 18 77
=> 4: (1.1)
In this example, there are four pixels in the transform window whih are less than the
entre pixel, therefore, the rank transform at this loation is 4. The possible values
from 0 to N   1 whih omprise the rank transformed images are referred to as rank
symbols.
The proess of mathing using the rank transform is illustrated in Figure 1.1. This pro-
ess aepts an epipolar stereo pair[5℄ as input and produes a disparity map as output.
The images omprising the stereo pair are rst of all rank transformed. Epipolar on-
strained area-based mathing is then used to establish orrespondenes between the
images. As shown in Figure 1.2, a template window is seleted in one image, and this
is ompared with a series of andidate windows along the epipolar line in the seond
image. The two windows are ompared using the Sum of Absolute Dierenes (SAD)
metri, given as follows:
SAD(I
1
(x; y); I
2
(x+ d; y)) =
X
(m;n)2M
jI
1
(x+m; y + n)  I
2
(x+ d+m; y + n)j (1.2)
where I
1
and I
2
are the two images, d is the test disparity and (m;n) 2M are indies
into the math window. The SAD metri will be smaller when the template and
andidate windows are more similar, and will be zero if the two windows are idential.
The dierene in loation of orresponding points in two images is alled the disparity.
The disparity having the smallest value of the SAD mathing metri is seleted as the
orret math. The disparity values thus obtained for every loation in the images are
olletively referred to as the disparity map.
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Figure 1.1: Mathing using the rank transform.
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Figure 1.2: Epipolar onstrained area-based mathing.
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Figure 1.3: Mathing a template, T , with a series of andidate windows, C(k). (a)
2-dimensional template window is mathed with a series of andidate windows (b)
1-dimensional template window is mathed with a line of andidate windows.
1.3 Problem Formulation
The objetive of this work is to derive an expression for the probability of an inorret
math, for mathing using the rank transform. In order to derive this expression,
the problem is formulated in the following manner. First of all, the images are rank
transformed, as desribed in the previous setion. The rank symbols then onsist of
integers in the range 0 to N   1, N being the number of pixels in the rank window.
The rank transformed images are then mathed using the SAD metri. The proess of
epipolar onstrained area-based mathing is simulated by taking a template window,
T , and omputing the SAD metri for a series of andidate windows, denoted C(k) in
Figure 1.3. The disparity k having the smallest value of SAD metri is then hosen. If
more than one disparity value has an equally low SAD sore, then the rst disparity
enountered, ie, the smallest one, is seleted. Hopefully this will in fat orrespond to
the orret disparity. However, if there happens to be an arrangement of pixels whih
results in a smaller SAD sore, then an erroneous disparity will result.
The approah taken for this analysis of math errors is to assume the series of andidate
windows C(k) onsists of random pixel values. In this ase, no orret math exists for
the template T . Therefore, when the template T is mathed with andidate windows
C(k), the disparity result is analogous to an erroneous disparity. Subsequent work,
therefore, foussed on deriving an expression for the probability of a disparity k being
returned by the mathing proess. This is onsidered equivalent to the probability of
that disparity being returned in error.
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k 0 1 2 3 4    N
P(k)
1
3
2
3
2
4
3
3
8
3
4
16
3
5
  
2
N
3
(N+1)
Table 1.1: Probability of a math at disparity k along a line of rank symbols, for R = 3,
M = 1.
1.4 Permutation Analysis Approah
The initial approah taken to this problem was to enumerate every possible permu-
tation of rank symbols in the array of andidate windows C(k). In order to simplify
the problem, 1-dimensional rank and math windows of size 1R and 1 M respe-
tively were used. As illustrated in Figure 1.3(b), the mathing proess ompares a
1-dimensional template window, T with a series of andidate windows. The series of
andidate windows C(k) in this ase omprise a line of rank symbols. The possible
rank symbols onsist of integers 0 : : : R  1, and it was initially assumed that the rank
symbols our with equal probability. This analysis rst seeks to nd the probability
of eah disparity k being hosen.
1.4.1 Single element math window
First of all, a math window onsisting of a single element, ie, M = 1, was onsidered.
This single element math window is ompared with eah loation k along the line of
rank symbols C(k) until a perfet math, ie C(k) = T is found. The loation of this
math is the disparity value returned by the mathing proess.
Figure 1.4 illustrates this onept for a template window T = 0. Possible permutations
of a line of rank symbols have been enumerated, and displayed in a tree-like struture.
The template window, in this ase T = 0 is ompared with every loation in the line
of rank symbols C(k), starting with k = 0, until a perfet math, ie, C(k) = T = 0
is enountered. The loations of these mathes have been highlighted in Figure 1.4.
Only the rst loation of a math is onsidered, therefore, possible permutations of the
line of rank symbols whih our after the math have been shown with dashed lines in
Figure 1.4. This is beause the proess of area-based mathing returns the rst math
enountered, ie, that with the lowest disparity, when there is more than one math with
the equally lowest SAD sore.
Given that all rank symbols are assumed to our with equal probability, it is possible to
use Figure 1.4 to ompute the probability of a math at eah disparity k, An expression
for the probability of eah disparity an then be inferred. These results are shown in
Table 1.1.
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Figure 1.4: Mathing the template T = 0 to possible permutations of a line of rank
symbols.
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k 0 1 2 3    N
P(k)
1
5
4
5
2
4
2
5
3
4
3
5
4
  
4
N
5
(N+1)
Table 1.2: Probability of a math at disparity k along a line of rank symbols, for R = 5,
M = 1.
k 0 1 2 3 4 5    N
P(k)
1
3
3
2
3
4
6
3
5
18
3
6
52
3
7
152
3
8
  
2
P
(previous 3 numerators)
3
(N+3)
Table 1.3: Probability of a math at disparity k along a line of rank symbols, for R = 3
M = 3, and a template window of T = f0; 0; 0g.
A similar enumeration of possible permutations for a line of rank symbols, was per-
formed for a rank window size of R = 5. In this ase the probability of a math at eah
loation is given by Table 1.2.
From Tables 1.1 and 1.2, it is possible to infer an expression for the probability that
the template T = 0 will rst our at position k. This is the probability of a disparity
k being returned by the mathing proess. This expression is as follows:
P (k) =
(R  1)
k
R
(k+1)
(1.3)
Equation 1.3 gives the probability that a math will our at a partiular disparity
k. However, this method was derived using a math window of only a single element,
M = 1, and would need to be extended to be appliable to larger sized windows.
1.4.2 Multi-element math window
The next step in this analysis was to onsider a 1-dimensional math window of size
1 M . A math window and rank window of size M = 3 and R = 3 respetively
were used. Given a template window, T = f0; 0; 0g, and a line of rank symbols, we
wish to nd the probability of a perfet math at a ertain disparity. Figure 1.5 shows
expansions of possible permutations of a line of rank symbols, and the rst ourrene
of the pattern f0; 0; 0g.
Figure 1.5 may be used to dedue the probability of a math at eah disparity. The
disparity results are given in Table 1.3. Similar experimentation with dierent values
of rank window size R and math window size M leads to the following expression for
the probability of a math at disparity, k:
P (k) =
(R   1)  (
P
previous M numerators)
R
(k+R)
(1.4)
Equation 1.4 gives an expression for omputing the probability of mathing a template
window onsisting of M zeros, at eah disparity k. However, if a dierent template
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Figure 1.5: Probability of a math at disparity k along a line of rank symbols, for
R = 3, M = 3, and a template window of T = f0; 0; 0g.
window, for example, T = f0; 0; 1g is onsidered, then a dierent expression for om-
puting the probability of a math will result. Figure 1.6 shows the rst ourrene of
the template T = f0; 0; 1g, along a line of rank symbols, where R = 3 and M = 3.
Figure 1.6 may be used to dedue the probability of rst enountering this template,
the results are shown in Table 1.4.
It an be seen from Tables 1.3 and 1.4 that the probability of a math at a given disparity
k will dier depending on the template window. To nd an overall expression for the
probability of a math at a ertain disparity, it is neessary to nd the probability of
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k 0 1 2 3 4    N
P(k)
1
3
3
3
3
4
9
3
5
26
3
6
75
3
7
  
3Numerator
k 1
 Numerator
k 3
3
(N+3)
Table 1.4: Probability of a math at disparity k along a line of rank symbols, for R = 3
M = 3, and a template window of T = f0; 0; 1g.
eah template. The probability of a math at disparity k is then given as
P (k) =
T
X
T2
P (T )  P (kjT ) (1.5)
where  is the set of possible template windows. For M = 3, and R = 3, this would
beome
P (k) = P (f0; 0; 0g)  P (kjf0; 0; 0g) +
P (f0; 0; 1g)  P (kjf0; 0; 1g) +
.
.
.
P (f2; 2; 2g)  P (kjf2; 2; 2g) (1.6)
From Equation (1.6), it an be seen that in order to ompute the probability of a math
a ertain disparity, we need to derive the probabilities of a math at eah disparity for
eah template. This was done for templates f0; 0; 0g and f0; 0; 1g in Figures 1.5 and
1.6. This is a laborious task, and would need to be done for every possible template
for Equation (1.6) to be used.
Another point to note is that in this analysis, only the probability of a perfet math,
ie, T = C(k) is derived. This diers from what would atually take plae in mathing.
If there is no math having T = C(k), mathing algorithms will selet the next best
math. In the ase of the algorithm of Figure 1.1, this will be the math having the next
lowest SAD sore. Therefore, instead of merely omputing the probability of T = C(k)
at a given disparity, it is neessary to ompute the probability of a disparity having the
lowest SAD sore. This issue will be addressed in the following setion.
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Figure 1.6: ℄
Probability of a math at disparity k along a line of rank symbols, for R = 3, M = 3,
and a template window of T = f0; 0; 1g.
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1.5 Disparity Probability Approah
The previous setion found an expression for the probability that a partiular disparity
would be seleted by the mathing proess. However, this result depended on nding the
probability of seleting eah disparity for eah template. Computation of these results
for eah template was a diÆult and laborious proess. Furthermore the previous
method onsidered only the ase of a perfet math between template and andidate,
ie, T = C(k), and not the general ase where the math having the lowest SAD sore
is seleted.
The method used in this setion begins with a enumeration of possible template win-
dows. The probabilities of every template window and andidate window are used to
ompute the probabilities of every SAD sore. The SAD sore probabilities are then
used to ompute the probability of a math at a given disparity.
It was initially assumed that all possible rank symbols and therefore all possible math
windows our with equal probability. However, this assumption was found to be inor-
ret. Subsequent analysis was able to aount for dierent math window probabilities,
and experimental results were generated whih were in agreement with those obtained
theoretially.
1.5.1 Equal Math Window Probabilities
As with the previous setion, 1-dimensional rank and math windows of size 1R and
1 M respetively were used. The set of possible math windows,  are enumerated.
This is expressed as follows:
 = f
i
g (1.7)
where 1 < i < q. The number of possible templates, q, is given by:
q = R
M
(1.8)
Eah possible math window 
i
onsists of a permutation of rank symbols, whih are
integers in the range 0 to R   1. For a rank window of size R = 3, the rank symbols
onsist of the set 0; 1; 2. Furthermore, when a math window of size M = 3 is used,
the set  onsists of all possible permutations of the symbols 0; 1; 2, ie:
 = f(0; 0; 0)(0; 0; 1) : : : : : : (2; 2; 2)g (1.9)
there being R
M
= 27 permutations in all. The next step involves omputing the
probabilities of ourrene of eah of the math windows, 
i
, whih are denoted by
13
P (
i
). An initial estimate ould assume that all math windows our with equal
probability, ie:
P (
i
) =
1
R
M
(1.10)
Given the possible math windows, 
i
, it is possible to ompute all possible SAD sores
arising from every ombination of template and andidate math windows. This set of
SAD sores is given by:
S = fS
i
g (1.11)
where the SAD sores S
i
range from 0 to M(R   1). Table 1.5 shows the SAD sores
arising from every template-andidate window ombination, given the set of math
windows of Equation 1.9. It an be seen from Table 1.5 that the set of possible SAD
sores for R = 3 and M = 3 is omprised of integers in the range 0 to 6.
The probability of every entry in Table 1.5 an be omputed as the produt of the
probabilities of the template window P (
i
) and the andidate window P (
j
). By
summing the probabilities of entries whih have the same SAD sore, the probability
of eah SAD sore, P (S
i
) an be found. This is expressed as follows:
P (S
x
) =
(
q
X
i=1
q
X
j=1
P (
i
)  P (
j
)


SAD(
i
; 
j
) = x
)
(1.12)
where 
i
= template window, 
j
= andidate window and q = number of possible math
windows, alulated from Equation (1.8). Substituting the template and andidate
window probabilities from Table 1.7 into Equation (1.12), the probabilities of every
possible SAD sore are omputed. These are shown in Table 1.6.
Finally, after alulating the probability of every possible SAD sore, it is possible to
ompute the probability that a partiular disparity d
i
has the smallest SAD sore, and
thus will be hosen by the minima seletion proess. A disparity will be seleted if it
is the minimum value of the math funtion. If more than one minima exist with the
same value, the one with the smallest disparity will be hosen. The probability of a
disparity d
i
being seleted is given as follows:
P (d
i
) = P
n
 
SAD(x) > 0;8x < d


 
SAD(d) = 0


 
SAD(x)  0;8x > d

o
 P
n
 
SAD(x) > 1;8x < d


 
SAD(d) = 1


 
SAD(x)  1;8x > d

o
.
.
.
 P
n
 
SAD(x) > S
n
;8x < d


 
SAD(d) = S
n


 
SAD(x)  S
n
;8x > d

o
(1.13)
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Template Window
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
2
0
2
0
0
2
1
0
2
2
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
2
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
0
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
0
0
2
0
1
2
0
2
2
1
0
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
0
2
2
1
2
2
2
000 0 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 4 1 2 3 2 3 4 3 4 5 2 3 4 3 4 5 4 5 6
001 1 0 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 3 4 3 4 3 2 3 4 3 4 5 4 5
002 2 1 0 3 2 1 4 3 2 3 2 1 4 3 2 5 4 3 4 3 2 5 4 3 6 5 4
010 1 2 3 0 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 4 1 2 3 2 3 4 3 4 5 2 3 4 3 4 5
011 2 1 2 1 0 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 3 4 3 4 3 2 3 4 3 4
012 3 2 1 2 1 0 3 2 1 4 3 2 3 2 1 4 3 2 5 4 3 4 3 2 5 4 3
020 2 3 4 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 3 4 5 2 3 4
021 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 0 1 4 3 4 3 2 3 2 1 2 5 4 5 4 3 4 3 2 3
022 4 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 0 5 4 3 4 3 2 3 2 1 6 5 4 5 4 3 4 3 2
100 1 2 3 2 3 4 3 4 5 0 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 4 1 2 3 2 3 4 3 4 5
101 2 1 2 3 2 3 4 3 4 1 0 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 3 4 3 4
102 3 2 1 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 4 3 2 3 2 1 4 3 2 5 4 3
110 2 3 4 1 2 3 2 3 4 1 2 3 0 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 4 1 2 3 2 3 4
111 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 0 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 3
112 4 3 2 3 2 1 4 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 0 3 2 1 4 3 2 3 2 1 4 3 2
120 3 4 5 2 3 4 1 2 3 2 3 4 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 1 2 3
121 4 3 4 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 0 1 4 3 4 3 2 3 2 1 2
122 5 4 3 4 3 2 3 2 1 4 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 0 5 4 3 4 3 2 3 2 1
200 2 3 4 3 4 5 4 5 6 1 2 3 2 3 4 3 4 5 0 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 4
201 3 2 3 4 3 4 5 4 5 2 1 2 3 2 3 4 3 4 1 0 1 2 1 2 3 2 3
202 4 3 2 5 4 3 6 5 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 4 3 2
210 3 4 5 2 3 4 3 4 5 2 3 4 1 2 3 2 3 4 1 2 3 0 1 2 1 2 3
211 4 3 4 3 2 3 4 3 4 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 0 1 2 1 2
212 5 4 3 4 3 2 5 4 3 4 3 2 3 2 1 4 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 0 3 2 1
220 4 5 6 3 4 5 2 3 4 3 4 5 2 3 4 1 2 3 2 3 4 1 2 3 0 1 2
221 5 4 5 4 3 4 3 2 3 4 3 4 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 0 1
222 6 5 4 5 4 3 4 3 2 5 4 3 4 3 2 3 2 1 4 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 0
T
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1
5
SAD Sore Probability
0 0.0370
1 0.1481
2 0.2716
3 0.2853
4 0.1811
5 0.0658
6 0.0110
Table 1.6: Probability of SAD sores for a rank window R = 3 and a math window
M = 3, assuming all possible template and andidate windows are equally probable,
ie, have the probability of Equation (1.10).
where n is the number of possible SAD sores, and ,  denote the AND and OR
operations respetively. Equation (1.13) may be summarised as:
P (d seleted) =
S
n
X
s=0


d 1
Y
x=0
P
 
SAD(d) > s)


P
 
SAD(d) = s


d
max
Y
s=d+1
P
 
SAD(d)  s



(1.14)
The SAD probabilities of Table 1.6 were substituted into Equation (1.14), in order to
ompute the probabilities of eah disparity being hosen. Equation (1.14) was eval-
uated for disparity values from d
min
= 0 to d
max
= 200. The results are plotted in
Figure 1.7(a).
Next, it was attempted to verify these results through atual experimentation. Two
lines of random pixel values were generated, and rank transformed using a 1-dimensional
rank window of size R = 3. A template mathing window was seleted from one line,
while the seond line was used as a series of andidate windows. The template was
mathed with the set of andidate windows, and the disparity value having the smallest
SAD sore seleted. The experiment was repeated a large number of times, and the
disparity results were plotted in the normalised histogram of Figure 1.7(b).
It was initially expeted that Figure 1.7(a) and (b) would yield a graph of the same
shape and magnitude. This was found not to be the ase. This is beause the as-
sumption that the template and andidate windows our with equal probability is not
orret. The next step of this analysis therefore examines the ase of variable template
and andidate window probabilities.
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Figure 1.7: Probability of a partiular disparity being hosen by the mathing proess
(a) Computed theoretially from Equation (1.14), assuming equal math window prob-
abilities. (b) Computed experimentally, by generating lines of random pixel values,
rank transforming, and mathing.
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22 A
RT
X2
101 57
Figure 1.8: Example where R = 3 and M = 3, showing that it is not possible to
generate a math window whih ontains two 2's in suession. Whatever the value of
pixel A, it is not possible for rank symbol X to be 2.
1.5.2 Variable Math Window Probabilities
The assumption of Equation (1.10) that all possible template and andidate windows
our with equal probability, annot hold for any real images. This is illustrated in
Figure 1.8. If an image of pixel values is rank transformed, the resulting rank symbols
are partially dependent on their neighbours within half a rank window width. In fat,
some sequenes of rank symbols, and therefore some math windows annot our at
all. For example, for 1-D rank and math windows of size R = 3 and M = 3, it is not
possible to have two 2's in suession in the rank transformed image.
It is possible, however, to estimate the math window probabilities P (
i
) experimen-
tally. In order to ompute these estimates, an image onsisting of a uniform random
distribution of pixel values between 0 and 255 was generated. The rank transform of
this image was then omputed using a rank window of size R = 3. The number of
instanes of eah possible math window were then ounted, using a math window of
size M = 3. The experiment was repeated a large number of times, and an estimate
of the probability of eah possible template, P (
i
) derived. The results are shown in
Table 1.7.
The SAD probabilities of Table 1.8 were substituted into Equation (1.14), in order to
ompute the probabilities of eah disparity being hosen. Equation (1.14) was eval-
uated for disparity values from d
min
= 0 to d
max
= 200. The results are plotted in
Figure 1.9(a).
The graph of disparity probabilities obtained through experimentation, shown in Fig-
ure 1.7(b), has been reprodued in Figure 1.9(b). It an be seen that the estimated
probability of hoosing eah disparity, given by Figure 1.9(a), ompares well with the
experimentally generated results of (b), both graphs having a similar shape and mag-
nitude.
The disparity probability graph shows that the lower the disparity, the higher the prob-
ability of that disparity being hosen by the mathing proess. This an be explained
in that if more than one disparity has the lowest SAD sore, the mathing proess will
18
template 
i
probability P (
i
)
000 0
001 0.0005
002 0.0008
010 0.0011
011 0.0337
012 0.0907
020 0.1349
021 0.0734
022 0
100 0.0005
101 0.0497
102 0.0744
110 0.0350
111 0.0189
112 0.0322
120 0.0743
121 0.0485
122 0
200 0.0008
201 0.0755
202 0.1329
210 0.0885
211 0.0335
212 0
220 0
221 0
222 0
Table 1.7: Probabilities of template windows, P (
i
), for R = 3 and M = 3.
SAD Sore Probability
0 0.0838
1 0.1630
2 0.2029
3 0.2564
4 0.1775
5 0.0806
6 0.0359
Table 1.8: Probability of SAD sores for a rank window R = 3 and a math window
M = 3, assuming the template and andidate window probabilities of Table 1.7.
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selet the smallest disparity. Therefore, the mathing proess will favour seletion of
lower valued disparities.
The graph of Figure 1.9(a) plots the probability that a partiular disparity is seleted
by the mathing proess. In the next setion this will be used to predit the probability
of an erroneous disparity, given a known true disparity.
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Figure 1.9: Probability of a partiular disparity being hosen by the mathing proess
(a) Computed theoretially from Equation (1.14), assuming the variable math window
probabilities of Table 1.7. (b) Computed experimentally, by generating lines of random
pixel values, rank transforming, and mathing.
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Figure 1.10: Probability of an erroneous disparity being hosen, given a known true
disparity D.
1.6 Probability of Erroneous Disparity
The graph of Figure 1.9(a) plots the probability that a partiular disparity d
i
is seleted
by the mathing proess. Sine the input \images" in this ase onsist of random pixel
values, there is no orret math, and the disparity results from mathing are onsidered
analogous to an erroneous disparity. This setion rst of all uses Figure 1.9(a) to predit
the probability of an erroneous disparity, given a true disparity, D. Next, experiments
were arried out using ontrived stereo pairs of random pixel values displaed by a
known amount. It was found it was possible to predit the probability of the orret
disparity being hosen, in eah ase.
1.6.1 Prediting the Probability of Erroneous Disparity
Given that the true disparity, D is known, it is then possible to use the result of
Figure 1.7(a) to ompute the probability of an inorret disparity, ie, a disparity other
than D being hosen. The mathing proess searhes for a math starting at disparity
d
min
and stepping in integer inrements to d
max
. The probability of enountering
an erroneous disparity before disparity D is the sum of the probabilities of hoosing
disparities d
min
to D  1. Computing this for every disparity results in the umulative
probability graph of Figure 1.10. This graph an be interpreted as follows. Given a
true disparity D, the graph shows the probability of hoosing an erroneous disparity
instead.
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1.6.2 Error Predition for Random Images
This experiment involved generating an image of uniform random pixel values, then
from this, extrating two images displaed by a known disparity, D. The two images
were then rank transformed and mathed, and the disparity results displayed as a
normalised histogram. Figure 1.11(a) and (b) show disparity results where the true
disparity D is 50 and 100 respetively. Again, rank and math windows of size R = 3
and M = 3 were used. These results show that for disparities less than D, the shape
of the histogram is the same as that of Figure 1.7(b). The remainder of the disparity
values our at the true disparity, D. The proportion of the disparity values whih
are in error, ie 6= D, is equivalent to the probability of erroneous disparity given by
the graph of Figure 1.10, for disparity D. Therefore, the graph of Figure 1.10 may
be used to predit the probability of an erroneous math, for input senes onsisting
of random pixel values. The next setion will show experiments with ontrived stereo
pairs derived from atual images.
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Figure 1.11: Disparity results obtained by mathing a ontrived stereo pair onsisting
of random pixel values, where the images are displaed by a known disparity of (a)
D = 50 and (b) D = 100. The total proportion of erroneous disparities is equivalent
to the erroneous disparity probability of Figure 1.10, for disparity D.
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Figure 1.12: Contrived stereo pair 1.
Figure 1.13: Contrived stereo pair 2.
1.7 Experiments with Contrived Stereo Pairs
This setion rst of all shows a number of ontrived stereo pairs whih were generated
from atual images, then uses these ontrived pairs to produe normalised histograms
of disparity results. These ould then be ompared with the theoretial disparity error
graph of Figure 1.9(a).
1.7.1 Contrived Stereo Pairs
A number of ontrived stereo pairs were generated, and are shown in Figures 1.13|
1.18. These were onstruted in order to simulate stereo pairs with ground truth, where
the disparity of every pixel is known. For the pairs shown in this setion, the images
have a onstant disparity of 50 pixels.
Figure 1.14: Contrived stereo pair 3.
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Figure 1.15: Contrived stereo pair 4.
Figure 1.16: Contrived stereo pair 5.
Figure 1.17: Contrived stereo pair 6.
Figure 1.18: Contrived stereo pair 7.
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Figure 1.19: Disparity results obtained by mathing ontrived stereo pair of Figure 1.12,
where images are displaed by a known disparity of D = 50.
1.7.2 Experimental Results
In this experiment, the ontrived stereo pairs of Setion 1.7.1 were rank transformed
and mathed. For all these pairs, the true disparity D is known and has a value of
50 pixels. These stereo pairs were mathed using 1D rank and math windows of size
R = 3 andM = 3. The disparity results were again displayed in the form of normalised
histograms, in Figures 1.19{1.25. These results show that a number of mathes our
at the orret disparity of D = 50 pixels. The remainder of the mathes ourring at
disparity 6= 50 are inorret.
The shape of the graph for these erroneous mathes at disparity 6= 50 was then om-
pared with the shape of the predited error graph of Figure 1.9(a). It an be seen
that the graphs for the erroneous mathes are similar in overall shape to the predited
error graph, in that lower values of disparity are more likely to be erroneously seleted.
However, looking in more detail, these graphs dier in shape and magnitude to the pre-
dited error graphs. The reason for this is that the omputation of the predited error
graph of Figure 1.9(a) assumes that images onsist of uniformly distributed random
pixel values, whih is not the ase for real images.
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Figure 1.20: Disparity results obtained by mathing ontrived stereo pair of Figure 1.13,
where images are displaed by a known disparity of D = 50.
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Figure 1.21: Disparity results obtained by mathing ontrived stereo pair of Figure 1.14,
where images are displaed by a known disparity of D = 50.
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Figure 1.22: Disparity results obtained by mathing ontrived stereo pair of Figure 1.15,
where images are displaed by a known disparity of D = 50.
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Figure 1.23: Disparity results obtained by mathing ontrived stereo pair of Figure 1.16,
where images are displaed by a known disparity of D = 50.
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Figure 1.24: Disparity results obtained by mathing ontrived stereo pair of Figure 1.17,
where images are displaed by a known disparity of D = 50.
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Figure 1.25: Disparity results obtained by mathing ontrived stereo pair of Figure 1.18,
where images are displaed by a known disparity of D = 50.
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1.8 Disussion and Conlusion
This work has foussed on the rank transform for stereo mathing. In partiular, a
method of prediting the probability of false mathes has been devised. This method is
based on enumerating every possible template and andidate window, and estimating
their probability of ourrene. It was then possible to ompute the probability of eah
possible SAD sore, and subsequently the probability of eah disparity being seleted
by the mathing proess. This information ould be used to derive the probability of an
invalid disparity being returned by the mathing proess, given a ertain true disparity.
As an be seen by Figure 1.11, it was possible to predit mathing errors when the input
images were assumed to onsist of uniformly distributed random pixel values. However
in pratie, the pixel distribution of real images will dier from this assumption. Fig-
ures 1.19{1.25 show disparity error graphs omputed using stereo pairs ontrived from
atual images. These are similar in overall shape to the predited disparity errors of
Figure 1.7(a). However, in eah ase, there are some dierenes. This an be explained
in that a dierent pixel distribution will result in dierent math window probabilities,
P (
i
), whih in turn will result in dierent SAD sore probabilities, P (S
i
). This in
turn will alter the probabilities of a disparity being hosen, P (d
i
). For an image with a
pixel distribution that diers from the assumed uniform random distribution, it would
still be possible to use the method outlined in this work, as long as the math window
probabilities, P (
i
) an be predited. This may well be possible for some images, where
the statistial properties of the pixel values and therefore P (
i
) are onstant over the
whole image. However, P (
i
) will usually vary aording to the image ontent at dier-
ent loations in the image. Therefore, in order to apply the disparity error predition
tehniques outlined in this work, it would be neessary to rst predit the template
probabilities P (
i
) at all image loations, whih is diÆult to do in pratie.
A further diÆulty in applying this disparity error predition tehnique in pratie
is the amount of omputation required for pratial window sizes. For simpliity, this
study has assumed 1-D rank and math windows of size R = 3 andM = 3. This results
in R
M
= 27 possible math windows, for whih a minimum amount of omputation is
required. However, the amount of omputation required inreases exponentially with
window size. For example, setting R = 5 and M = 11 results in 5
11
possible math
windows. It is neessary to ompute the probabilities P (
i
) of eah of these windows,
whih are in turn used in Equation (1.12) to ompute the probability of eah SAD
sore. As a result, the omputations beome too lengthy to be ompleted within a
reasonable amount of time. The situation is onsiderably worse for 2-D window sizes
used in pratie suh as 5 5 for the rank window and 11 11 for the math window.
In onlusion, this paper has performed an analysis of math error predition, and has
31
devised a method of prediting disparity errors. However, this method depends on being
able to estimate the probabilities of all possible template and andidate windows, whih
is diÆult to do in pratie. Also, the omputations beome intratable for pratial
window sizes. The exerise has nonetheless provided an interesting and novel analysis
of math reliability.
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